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答錯與不答者該題以零分計。
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The bidder at the auction wished to remain ___________.
(A) asymmetrical

2.

(D) anomaly

The dentist gave the patient _______ before pulling all her teeth.
(A) anesthetic

3.

(B) atypical (C) anonymous

(B) anecdote (C) agnostic (D) anachy

To fight her ______, the doctor prescribed iron pills.
(A) atheist (B) anemia (C) ambiguity (D) annuity

4.

The ______ celebration is held on every even-numbered year.
(A) biennial

5.

(B) bianual (C) annual

A simple life is the _____ of a complicated one.
(A) philanthropy

6.

(B) antedate (C) circuit (D) antithesis

The _____ lights go on when the electronic sensor is tripped.
(A) autonomic

7.

(D) perennial

(B) automatic (C) autonomy

(D) autocratic

Peter _________ that smoking in the classroom not be allowed under any circumstances.
(A) refuses (B) regulates (C) conditions (D) insists

8.

The personnel manager will ________ which employees will be sacked at tomorrow’s meeting.
(A) reward (B) announce (C) impress (D) collaborate

9.

The customers were told that no ________ could be made on Friday nights as the restaurant was busy.
(A) bookings

(B) associations

(C) subscriptions

(D) calculations

10. This presentation will show how our new computers are superior to those of our competitors ________ both features and
speed.
(A) on condition of

(B) in terms of

(C) by means of

(D) in place of

11. Rates for the use of recreational facilities do not include tax and are _______ to change without further notice.
(A) capable (B) negative

(C) active

(D) subject

12. After the new commercial began running, the popularity of our product increased ________.
(A) technically

(B) beneficially (C) confidently (D) significantly

13. The shareholders were happy about the significant ________ in the company’s performance over the last quarter.
(A) authority

(B) improvement (C) research (D) survey

14. Trespassers will be held in custody by the security team and the police will be ________ .
(A) noticed (B) notified (C) displayed

(D) marked

15. Payment is expected immediately upon ________ the goods.
(A) requesting

(B) requested

(C) requests (D) request

16. It is absolutely ________ that workers obey the safety rules to avoid work hazards.
(A) criticize (B) critically (C) critical (D) critic
17. Since teenagers ________ a large part of our customers, our new advertising campaign should specifically target them.
(A) represent

(B) operate

(C) produce

(D) promote

18. Vitamin C is used to ________ colds and cure the common cold as well.
(A) drift (B) pass (C) prevent (D) imitate

＜背面尚有題目＞

19. Owing to many distractions, students tend to ________ doing their assignments until the last minute.
(A) put down (B) put away

(C) put off (D) put up

20. Paul suggested that John _________ up before driving to Pingtung.
(A) rest

(B) rested

(C) rests

(D) resting

21. Mr. and Mrs. Chen went to the ________ to pray for their family.
(A) library (B) museum (C) church

(D) zoo

22. The air pollution in the city _______ me to get a headache.
(A) directed (B) lifted (C) pushed

(D) caused

23. Tom will ________ the food for the Sunday picnic. He lives near the market.
(A) keep up with

(B) cope with

(C) hear from

(D) go on

24. No one in my class could _______ that difficult math problem.
(A) stop

(B) solve

(C) open

(D) block

25. Use a _______ to clean around your mouth.
(A) sink (B) floor (C) napkin (D) issue
26. There is only one job opening, but we got 60 ________ for it.
(A) suppliers

(B) applicants

(C) participants

(D) accountants

27. The air-conditioner is less than a year old; thus, it is still under ________ .
(A) tolerance

(B) guarantee (C) volunteer

(D) acceptance

28. Paul usually ________ low fees for his delivery service.
(A) charges (B) vends (C) cashes

(D) retails

29. Regular exercise and good ________ are essential for good health.
(A) convenience

(B) assessment (C) nutrition (D) participation

30. Your education will ________ you for your future.
(A) offend

(B) detect (C) detail (D) equip

31. Your contract will be _______ if you keep finishing your project behind schedule.
(A) represented

(B) reserved (C) terminated

(D)dominated

32. The airplane’s ________ was delayed owing to dense fog.
(A) depart (B) departure (C) departs (D) departed
33. The news of getting a New Year bonus ________ the workers.
(A) excited (B) was excited (C) was exciting (D) have excited
34. I’d ________ it if you could turn the radio off.
(A) appreciatively (B) appreciative (C) appreciate (D) appreciation
35. Tim found this seminar quite ________. He just dozed off.
(A) bored (B) boring (C) bores (D) bore
36. Plans to establish a new branch in Taipei ________ delayed for several months.
(A) have

(B) was

(C) is

(D) were

37. Some students in my class like tennis, but _______ don’t.
(A) other (B) the other

(C) others (D) the others

38. If I had enough money now, I _______ buy a new car.
(A) will (B) can (C) would (D) have to
39. _______ Jason has never been to England, it appears he knows everything about the country.
(A) Since (B) Although (C) However

(D) Because

40. Dinner _______ between six and eight every evening.
(A) will serve

(B) serve

(C) was serving (D) is served

